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The number of migrants coming to the United States each year, legally and illegally, grew very rapidly starting in the
mids, hit a peak at the end of the decade, and in , according to the Pew Hispanic Center analysis of multiple increase in
immigrant levels as is commonly perceived, the United.

Individuals are more likely to be successful in such an environment than in one where these activities are not
as highly valued. New York: Oxford University Press,  New York: Oxford University Press. It is not clear
whether a larger percentage of those arriving actually did not work recall that a growing percentage of legal
immigrants are somewhat older or if more simply did not list an occupation. The shift in recent years to a
more intense regime of enforcement has not prevented the undocumented from working, but it has coincided
with a reduction in their wages. She is a doctoral student at American University in the Public Administration
and Policy program focusing on human capital and immigration policy, and has previously worked in refugee
resettlement. Between and , the native-born population in the United States grew from million to million, or
approximately 18 percent. This will give us a more precise notion of the policy prism that determines policy
changes in immigration. Overview The U. If a reason for the employment concentration was that immigrants
were kept out of alternative higher paying jobs, then the immigrants would suffer. Bureau of the Census,
Washington, D. Further, much of the inflowâ€”a majority in recent yearsâ€”arrives outside the legal channels.
Even in more recent times, most immigrants work, though the increased proportion of older individuals in the
immigrant stream means the positive effects from this factor may be lower than in the past. All children born
to immigrants after who had reached age 18 by are included in the estimated adult native-born population in
the data. Further research is needed to clearly identify the barriers to naturalization. While three-quarters of all
immigrants are Christian, immigration is also bringing new religious diversity to the United States. The
Experience of Immigrants in the U. The white areas indicate counties in which both the native- and
foreign-born populations increased see Map 3 for more detail , while the tan areas indicate the counties where
the native- and foreign-born both decreased. Indeed the logic for lessening barriers to migration is similar to
that of international free trade. It should be noted that the immigrant population both grew and spread out
across the country faster in the s than in the s. In May , there were three days of rioting in Kensington, an Irish
suburb of Philadelphia, which culminated in the burning of two Catholic churches and other property.
Immigrants and the second generation have played a remarkable role in the American creative arts, including
writing, directing, producing, and acting in American films and plays for most of the first half of the twentieth
century Buhle ; Gabler ; Most ; Phillips ; Winokur  Most immigrants from Brazil have private health
insurance, and they utilize public health insurance at lower rates than both the overall immigrant and the U.
This is no longer the case. Cambridge, MA. Virginia is home to independent cities that function as counties,
and they are identified as counties in this report. There is no easy explanation for this change. Historical
Statistics of the United States. Looking to the future The demographic challenges of twenty-first century
America are not unique.


